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THE UNFORESEEN BACKGROUND OF SPACE ACHIEVEMENTS
Brigadier General Gustav E, Lundquist, USAF
Arnold Engineering Development Center
Arnold Air Force Station, Tennessee
to household items as exotic as TV circuitry or as unexotic as pots and pans,

Summary
The public is
many contributions
been made by space
of communications,
observations, etc.

well informed on the
to society which have
systems in the fields
navigation, weather

As Commander of an Engineering Development Center in an area of middle Tennessee geographically known as the "Barrens,"
I have a little different story to tell.
We produce no aerospace hardware at Arnold
Center. Our mission is to assist others
by performing environmental development
tests and ultimately proof-testing their
hardware to insure that all systems are
"Go" when the all important space missions
are mounted.

It is much less informed on the
development testing programs which are
basic and essential to the success of
many of those space systems, manned or
unmanned. A large number of space environmental simulation chambers exist
throughout the nation owned by government
agencies and the aerospace industry. Research performed since the beginning of
the space age has made the design, construction and successful operation of
these space chambers possible. The USAF
has been one of the pioneers in this area
of research, and has generated a large
quantity of basic information which contributed importantly to virtually all of
the many space simulation chambers in the
nation today. This research in itself
has been responsible for noteworthy spinoff benefits to society well beyond the
benefits obtained from the space systems
themselves. A general review of this
area is the subject of this paper.

At the Arnold Center, we have the
free world f s largest complex of environmental facilities solely devoted to Engineering Development Testing, These facilities didn't just crop up. They were
forced into existence after a study in
depth initiated by General Hap Arnold
conducted by Dr. von Karman after World
War II. They were initially authorized
in the Unitary Wind Tunnel Plan Act of
1949, and they have been kept reasonably
abreast of the times by intensive facility, test methodology, and instrumentation
research effort ever since. We want not
only to be able to conduct engineering
development tests on today's aerospace
hardware in a realistically simulated
space environment, but we must be ready
to meet comparable needs tomorrow, in the
70 f s, in the 1980*8
beyond,

I have often heard the expression
that technology is a natural resource. I
prefer to look upon technology as a manmade resource.

During the time allotted to me, I
plan to discuss with you
of the
underlying research that pushes facility
technology forward. In discussing this
research, I will mention
of the spinoff of facility technology that has been
of benefit to society at large, I will
then discuss briefly
role that our
facilities played in the outstanding succes of Apollo 8 and conclude with a few
remarks on facility technology research
which is underway now and which shows
promise of further spin-offs to society
other than direct application to environmental testing,

We start out with God-given intellect, talents, and raw materials, but
from that point on, technology is developed and pushed forward by man consistent
with the needs, priorities, and support
rendered to his efforts by the society of
which he is a part.
There is no doubt that our nation*s
commitment to the Space Program has provided the stimulus for advancements in
technology far beyond the fondest dreams
of most men even a decade ago. Accordingly, it seems natural that our fellow
citizens desire the knowledge they so
justly deserve regarding not only the
direct but also the indirect benefits of
a program that they have supported both
nobly and well.

At Arnold Center, we work daily with
pressures from near absolute vacuum to
better than 450,000 psi, at temperatures
from near absolute zero to better than
12,000°F, and at velocities from zero to
better than 32,000 ft per second. By and
large, the developmental aerospace hardware entering test at Arnold has never
before been subjected to the types of tests
that we perform. Accordingly, a considerable amount of invention is necessary
right at the outset to bring about a proper
marriage between the hardware to be tested
and the facilities in which the tests are
to be accomplished. Test techniques are
in a process of continuous evolution and
what we learn from any given test is added
to our bank of knowledge for subsequent
application to future tests.

It is the purpose of this Congress
to help emphasize the impact of the Space
Program and its related technology on
society. No doubt, there will be covered
here those major contributions resulting
from satellites in the fields of communication, navigation, weather observations,
et cetera. Probably something will be
said about significant advancements in
the medical domain and possibly some mention will be made of the spin-off benefits
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Quite often in the normal evolutionary process of environmental testing,
we start out with very small models. We
learn from these as much as possible, then
press on to larger models, culminating
utimately in full scale testing to verify
the complete mission duty cycle performance of the flight vehicle prior to its
first real world flight.

Having set up a test in a given
test unit be that a wind tunnel, altitude engine test cell, space chamber, or
hyperballistic range we must now produce the simulated conditions desired.
Imagine, if you will, the technology
associated with handling the 6,000°F exhaust gases of a typical liquid rocket
engine while holding the engine itself
at the simulated altitude where it must
perform its mission. During a normal
rocket firing of this type, we are cooling the products of exhaust with about a
gallon of water per minute for every
pound of thrust. This means a cooling
water delivery of about 470,000 gallons
per minute just to cool, for example, the
exhaust of the LR 87 liquid core of
Titan III. In the case of a liquid
hydrogen engine, such as the Rocketdyne
J-2, we must further dump literally tons
of nitrogen during a typical mission
duty cycle firing of the SIV B stage just
to inert residuals of the combustion
process and further to raise the gas
constant of the exhaust products to a
point where they can be handled by rotating exhaust equipment. Technology
developed to do this job has broad application to industrial processes such as
those related to handling the gases from
blast furnace operations in the steel
industry.

Small model testing has forced the
development of micro miniaturized telemetry transmitters which can literally
tell us "what's going on in there" while
a model no larger than a shotgun slug is
speeding down an aeroballistic range to
ultimate destruction at speeds better
than 22,000 miles per hour and in an environment duplicating that of orbit.
Technology developed for the sensors,
transmitters, receivers, and data read-out
equipment have broad application in the
field of electronics and just recently
were reviewed at AEDC for biomedical
application.
AEDC has long worked with NASA, the
Army, Navy, Atomic Energy Commission, and
industry in an effort to collectively
move the frontier of facility technology
forward. Our search is a never-ending
one for the practical simulation which
will provide the quality assurance necessary for a confident "blast off." I
don't want to leave the impression that
AEDC alone has been responsible for many
of the developments that now find application in the broader context of society
as a whole. We are proud of our role as
simply a contributing member of the overall national space effort. We use the
collective knowledge of others as a
spring board to innovations of our own,
and, as such, take pride when we can add
something new to the reservoir of knowledge that continues to expand. Our
prodest day is when we can see the results of our singular efforts wrapped up
in a major national accomplishment. Such
was the case of Apollo 8, when our people
sweated out the real world performance of
every element of that system that had
earned it's environmental qualification
colors in the test units on the barrens
of middle Tennessee.

While holding the engine at altitude, we must also simulate the thermal
environment in which performance must be
certified. This means applying our
knowledge of cryogenics such as liquid
nitrogen and gaseous helium to the dual
purposes of cryopumping to hold high
altitude, while simultaneously simulating
the extremely cold heat sink of outer
space. Our work in the field of applied
cryogenics forced by the needs of our
space program has in part contributed to
the practical application of cryogenic
technology to food processing as well as
further applications in the medical domain. For example, liquid nitrogen, now
produced in carload lots, is used economically to refrigerate freight cars carrying fruits and vegetables. The nitrogen
gas from the open loop system is vented
to the interior of the car, blanketing
the fresh produce, thereby not only cooling but also preventing oxidation and
hence delaying aging or ripening.

Test support of the Apollo program
started at AEDC way back in June of 1960
with some small scale tests of proposed
launch configurations. These tests were
conducted in a one foot transonic wind
tunnel that interestingly enough had been
the scale model for our big 16 by 16 by
40 foot transonic wind jammer.

In flight, a space vehicle is not
only subject to the cold of outer space
but also to the radiation from the sun,
as well as the radiated and reflected
heat from the earth or other planets. We
still have a long way to go in the realistic simulation of all of these effects.
Already, however, we have seen research
and development of xenon lamp technology
that has pushed the state of art forward
from 2-1/2 kilowatt lamps to practical
20 kilowatt lamps. These are in every
day use, while research and development
goes on--pressed by ever increasing space
simulation demands. Meanwhile, the
motion picture industry needs lamps of
higher intensity for their purposes and
some of the work made practical by the
demands of space simulation are finding
application there.

These first tests were followed in
January 1961 by the beginning of a long
series of scale model tests to study and
resolve the kind of base recirculation
problem that had proved somewhat disastrous in our early Atlas missile launches.
To demonstrate how deliberately and comprehensively this potential problem area
was pursued by NASA, we were still running
verification tests of finalized designs as
late as 1967.
While deeply involved in a bottom end
analysis of base recirculation, we also
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In sum total, AEDC environmentally
tested Apollo program components in 25
different test units over the years since
that first test in 1960. Through the end
of fiscal year 1968, this testing represented over 55,000 hours of test cell
occupancy time, or about a full year of
the total test capacity of all the test
units at AEDC. We are very proud of the
part that we played and are still playing
in this most significant and successful
program. NASA paid us for every hour of
test time that was used, and we admire
the tenacity with which they insisted
upon the very best of environmental testing that man could conceive of and deliver.
This they did, in spite of rather severe
budgetary problems. In many cases, we
have the best environmental test capability available in the free world, and
they settled for nothing less than the
best.

started and followed through on a top
end job for Apollo. This dealt with
aerodynamic aspects of the Apollo escape
tower and qualification of the rockets
that provided the thrust and vector control for a separation should that ever
be necessary. Thankfully, this emergency system has never been used, but we
are confident from our work that it
would perform well if ever needed.
In the actual flight of Apollo 8,
following separation of the first and
second stages, the SIV B stage took over
and with it's 225,000 pound thrust J-2
liquid hydrogen engine put the spacecraft
into near earth orbit. With all systems
"go," it was this well tested stage that
then broke out of earth orbit and put
the astronauts on their way to the moon.
Development and altitude qualification of the SIV B stage had been a major
program in the J-4 test cell of AEDC
since the spring of 1966. Not only were
third stage problems resolved with stage
tankage and all under simulated space
conditions, but certain second stage
problems employing five of the J-2 engines were also dispatched.

Finally, I'd like to point to a
couple of areas of rather intense research
which we must pursue in order to be ready
for future systems that can be envisioned
now. There are many other areas of hot i
pursuit, but these again show reasonable j
promise of significant contributions to i
society well beyond their direct applicaj
tion to the nation's space effort.

Then, as Apollo 8 approached the
moon, it was the Service Propulsion System, another old fried of ours at AEDC,
that did the trick and placed the astronauts successfully in moon orbit.

Early in the space age, our research;
efforts were heavily focused on a small .
7 by 12 foot space chamber. In this
little research chamber, we learned much
about cryogenic pumping, behavior of elecjtronic equipment under extreme vacuum andi
extreme cold, and much about lubricants
peculiar to the space age. We proved
here the theory that high vacuum can
really be more easily maintained in large,
'
chambers than in the smaller variety.
Lubricant technology learned or confirmed
here has found application in aircraft
generator and alternator bearings, helicopter rotor bearings, and the like. We
j
understand, for example, that the tail
rotor bearings on the Bell UH 1 helicoptei*
are derivative from this new technology. '

Service Propulsion System development testing was begun at AEDC over three
and a half years ago and culminated in
environmental qualification testing of
the latest configuration just last summer. Some folks might have been worried
about this propulsion system's capability
to fire up on the back side of the moon
and send the astronauts on their way
It would have, indeed,
back to earth.
been hard to place a bet at AEDC that
this engine would not do it's job when
called upon to do so. We had seen it do
that, and more, many, many times in the
simulated environment of outer space.

Today this little chamber, which
served as the pilot model for our large
42 by 82 foot Mark I space chamber, is
still much in demand. It is being utilized now in an effort to literally duplicate on this globe the environmental conditions that exist on the surface of the
moon. We look further as yet undefined
spin-offs to society from this effort.

With return to earth assured, the
emphasis turned to reentry and the accuracy of splashdown. Following the iniss
on the unmanned reentry of a command
type module on Apollo 2, AEDC went to
work in an effort to help find out why.
It turned out that models used for determination of reentry parameters had been
too highly idealized, and the aerodynamic
effects of ablative material burn-off had
not been adequately considered. By
closer scale modeling to more adequately
represent the undulating depressions on
the ablative command module surface, we
found that we could, in fact, duplicate
in many of our facilities segments of the
actual rather than predicted flight profile of Apollo 2. By putting segments
of data from different AEDC facilities
together, it was possible to complete
essentially the entire reentry profile
described by actual flight data. This
data was made available to NASA for use
in splashdown prediction. As you know,
Apollo 8 came in right on target.

Because of heavy power demands involved in simulating the ever increasing
speeds and temperatures of flight, AEDC
has been a leader in research pertaining
to magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power generation, and the subsequent application of
that power to particle or gas acceleration. We still have a long way to go in
this area, but already facility technology
advancement shows promise of spin-off intqj
practical power generation for the civil |
sector. Interestingly enough, our work, '
although aimed at wind tunnel application ,,
may also have further fallouts that contribute to environmental test capabilities
of the future for example the pracjticalj
simulation of solar winds when required.
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In conclusion, I have described for
you today only a small segment of the
space program spin-offs that have come
out of a behind-the-scenes but nevertheless essential supporting operation.
The impetus of the Space Program has, in
itself, forced major improvements in our
national capabilities for environmental
testing, and these advancements in themselves are substantial, significant, and
vital to safe, more reliable and more
efficient flight.....achieved at minimum
cost. Some of these advancements have
had important secondary effects by providing new and improved approaches to
industrial needs, to the generation of
power, to the preservation of food, to
the measurement of physical effects, etc.

around even a part of the total contributions of our national space effort have
felt the same inadequacy that I do . It
is much more than the direct output of
our satellites, much more than new cooking utensils, new surgical tools, new
building techniques, new developments in
synthetics, fuels, metals, photography,
computers, communications, fabrics, and
lightweight wire supported bras. It is,
I submit, an impact of much larger and
much more important dimensions. It is an
era of new technology that man has developed and pushed forward in keeping with
the needs, priorities, and support provided by his society.
Thank you
come visit us at the
Arnold Engineering Development Center
whenever you can.

I am confident that many other
speakers who have tried to get their arms
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